
MAE 473-573
Fall, 2001
Hulme/Chugh

Partner grading for HW5

Your name:

Your partner’s name:

Instructions: For each category, write a percentage breakdown of effort for you and your partner.  If your
contributions were equal for a given category, then write (50-50) for you and your partner, respectively.
Each category (row) should have a point summation that totals a value of “100”.  Reminder:  these are to be
done IN PRIVATE, and without the consent of your partner.

Please bring the completed sheets directly to the instructors , during office hours, or leave them with
Marty, our administrative assistant.  If you do not turn in this sheet, it will count adversely towards your
grade.

YOU: Partner:

Brainstorming for ideas; “plan of attack” (for both computer code/report)

Planning/predefining code-writing strategy

Computer programming

Testing/debugging

Written report writing

Presentation preparation (for Final Project only)

Overall contribution to assignment

Comments:



MAE 473-573
Fall, 2001
Hulme/Chugh

Partner grading for HW6

Your name:

Your partner’s name:

Instructions: For each category, write a percentage breakdown of effort for you and your partner.  If your
contributions were equal for a given category, then write (50-50) for you and your partner, respectively.
Each category (row) should have a point summation that totals a value of “100”.  Reminder:  these are to be
done IN PRIVATE, and without the consent of your partner.

Please bring the completed sheets directly to the instructors , during office hours, or leave them with
Marty, our administrative assistant.  If you do not turn in this sheet, it will count adversely towards your
grade.

YOU: Partner:

Brainstorming for ideas; “plan of attack” (for both computer code/report)

Planning/predefining code-writing strategy

Computer programming

Testing/debugging

Written report writing

Presentation preparation (for Final Project only)

Overall contribution to assignment

Comments:



MAE 473-573
Fall, 2001
Hulme/Chugh

Partner grading for Final Project

Your name:

Your partner’s name:

Instructions: For each category, write a percentage breakdown of effort for you and your partner.  If your
contributions were equal for a given category, then write (50-50) for you and your partner, respectively.
Each category (row) should have a point summation that totals a value of “100”.  Reminder:  these are to be
done IN PRIVATE, and without the consent of your partner.

Please bring the completed sheets directly to the instructors , during office hours, or leave them with
Marty, our administrative assistant.  If you do not turn in this sheet, it will count adversely towards your
grade.

YOU: Partner:

Brainstorming for ideas; “plan of attack” (for both computer code/report)

Planning/predefining code-writing strategy

Computer programming

Testing/debugging

Written report writing

Presentation preparation (for Final Project only)

Overall contribution to assignment

Comments:


